Modeling the Structure of DNA

Activity
Student Handout

INTRODUCTION
In this activity, you will build your own model to understand how DNA works. DNA is a simple molecule made up
of four types of chemical building blocks called nucleotides: adenine (A), thymine (T), cytosine (C), and guanine
(G). In the 1950s, James Watson and Francis Crick, using data generated by Rosalind Franklin and other scientists,
built a groundbreaking model of DNA's structure. Their model became a powerful tool for understanding how
DNA replicates, stores genetic information, and passes this information from generation to generation to make
life possible.
MATERIALS
•
•
•
•

two copies of the paper nucleotides sheet, printed on heavy card stock
scissors
colored pencils, markers, or crayons
ruler

PART 1: PREPARING THE NUCLEOTIDES (video instructions)
Step 1a: Fill in the Nucleotides
Your instructor will give you two sheets, each with four nucleotides. Fill in each nucleotide component with a
different color or pattern (polka dots, lines, etc.) so that it’s easy to tell them apart. The table below provides
more information about each nucleotide component, including suggested colors.
Component
phosphate

Model Representation

Structural Formula

deoxyribose sugar

nitrogenous bases
thymine

cytosine
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adenine

guanine

Your sheet of four nucleotides, before and after coloring, should look something like Figure 1.

Before coloring

After coloring

Figure 1. Nucleotide sheets before and after coloring the different components.
Step 1b: Cut Out the Nucleotides
Using a sharp pair of scissors, cut along the
edges of each nucleotide. All three components
(phosphate, deoxyribose, and nitrogenous base)
should stay attached, so be careful not to cut
across any lines.
Step 1c: Cut Slits in the Nucleotides
Cut eight sets of slits in each nucleotide by
cutting along the dotted lines on the paper. The
slits are labeled in Figure 2 and will be used to
join the nucleotides later. Figure 3 shows how
to cut the trickiest slit, Slit 3.
The length of the slits is important, so follow
the dotted lines carefully. If you cut them too
short, you may not be able to link the
nucleotides properly. If you cut them too long,
your molecule will be fragile.
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Figure 2. Slits (shown by arrows 1–8) and the fold
(shown by the dashed arrow) in the nucleotide.
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Figure 3. Cutting Slit 3. This is an angled
slit on the tip of the nitrogenous base
(where the letter A, C, T, or G appears). To
cut this slit, lightly pinch the nitrogenous
base in half and cut along the folded edge,
then flatten the nucleotide back out.
PART 2: FOLDING THE NUCLEOTIDES (video instructions)
Fold each nucleotide along the gray dashed line between the deoxyribose and the nitrogenous base, as shown in
Figure 4a. The folding line is indicated by the dashed arrow in Figure 2. The deoxyribose and the nitrogenous
base should be at a 90o angle (Figure 4b).

Figure 4. Folding the nucleotides. The deoxyribose (blue in this example) and
nitrogenous base (yellow and green) should end up at a 90o angle from one another.
PART 3: MAKING A STRAND OF DNA (video instructions)
Join four nucleotides to make a short strand of DNA. Your
instructor will tell you what sequence to make.
Step 3a: Set Up the First Two Nucleotides
Position the first two nucleotides of your sequence with their
deoxyribose pentagons facing left (Figure 5). The first
nucleotide of the sequence should be on the right-hand side.
Step 3b: Begin Linking the First Two Nucleotides
In this step, you will link the deoxyribose pentagon of the
right-hand nucleotide to the phosphate triangle of the lefthand nucleotide. You will begin by bringing the tip of the
phosphate over the tip of the deoxyribose. To do this, slide
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Figure 5. Positioning the first two nucleotides
in a strand. In this case, the first (right-most)
nucleotide of the sequence is a G.
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Slit 5a (refer to Figure 2 for slit numbers) of the right-hand nucleotide into Slit 7b of the left-hand nucleotide, as
shown in Figure 6a. Then slide Slit 4b of the right-hand nucleotide into Slit 7a of the left-hand nucleotide.
You may need to gently bend and wiggle the nucleotides during this process. The phosphate should end up on
top pointing to the center of the deoxyribose (Figure 6b).

Figure 6. Linking the first two nucleotides in a strand.
Step 3c: Finish Linking the First Two Nucleotides
Now you will use the short slits on the sides of the deoxyribose pentagon and phosphate triangle to complete
the connection between the nucleotides. To do so, slide Slit 5b of the right-hand nucleotide into Slit 8 of the lefthand nucleotide. Then slide Slit 4a of the right-hand nucleotide into Slit 6 of the left-hand nucleotide. At the end
of this process, there should be a pointy flap of paper on either side of the phosphate triangle (Figure 7a). To
confirm that the linkage between the two nucleotides is correct, turn it over and compare it with Figure 7b.

Figure 7. The completed linkage between nucleotides.
Step 3d: Link the Rest of the Nucleotides in the Strand
Repeat Steps 3a through 3c to join the phosphate of your
third nucleotide to the deoxyribose of your second
nucleotide. Repeat the process until you have completed
the sequence assigned by your instructor. Your strand
should look similar to the one in Figure 8.

Figure 8. A strand of model DNA.
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PART 4: PRACTICING BASE-PAIRING (video instructions)
Before building your double helix, practice joining complementary nitrogenous bases (base-pairing) as described
below.
Step 4a: Set Up the Base Pair
Select two complementary nucleotides (A and T, or G and C) that you have not linked yet. Position them so that
their nitrogenous bases are facing each other, with the right-hand nucleotide facing backward (see Figure 9).
Step 4b: Connect the Bases
Connect the nucleotides using the slits around the nitrogenous bases. To do so, slide Slit 1 of the right-hand,
backward-facing nucleotide into Slit 1 of the left-hand nucleotide (Figure 9a). Then slide Slit 2 of the right-hand
nucleotide into Slit 2 of the left-hand nucleotide. Your nucleotide pair should now look like Figure 9b.
Gently bend the tip of Slit 3 on the left-hand nucleotide over the edge of the right-hand nucleotide (Figure 9c).
Then turn the base pair around and bend the pointed tip of Slit 3 on the right-hand nucleotide over the edge of

Figure 9. Connecting the nitrogenous
bases of a nucleotide base pair.
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the left-hand nucleotide (Figure 9d). Your base pair should now look like Figure 9e and will stay together without
any other form of attachment.
Step 4c: Separate the Bases
Separate the base pair by reversing the previous steps, being careful not to tear the paper. You will use a similar
base-pairing procedure in the next part of the activity.
PART 5: BUILDING A DOUBLE HELIX (video instructions)
Follow the instructions below to build the second, complementary strand of your DNA helix.
Step 5a: Pair the First Two Nucleotides
Position the four-nucleotide strand you built in Part 3 with the free phosphate group pointing to the right. You
will start building the complementary strand from this point. Using the base-pairing procedure from Part 4,
attach the right-most nucleotide of the strand to a free nucleotide that has the complementary nitrogenous
base. Move on to the next nucleotide of the strand and attach its complementary nucleotide as well. Your model
should now look like Figure 10a.
Step 5b: Connect the Nucleotides on the Second Strand
First, turn your model around so you can see the letters of the second strand, as shown in Figure 10b. Cross the
second, left-most nucleotide over the first, right-most nucleotide of the second strand (Figure 10c). Then, link
the phosphate of the first nucleotide to the deoxyribose of the second nucleotide using the procedure from Part
3. Your model should now look like Figure 10d. If you are in class, you may want to double-check the model with
your instructor before proceeding.

Figure 10. Arranging and connecting the nucleotides on the second strand.
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Step 5c: Finish the Second Strand
Continue down the strand, alternating between attaching complementary bases to the first strand and linking
nucleotides on the second strand. When joining the nucleotides of the second strand, always have the letters of
the second strand facing up, and cross the newest, left-most nucleotide over all the previous nucleotides. Link
the free phosphate with the deoxyribose of the newest nucleotide. Figure 11 shows this process for the third
and fourth nucleotides of the second strand.

Figure 11. Adding and linking additional nucleotides to the model.
PART 6: EXPANDING THE HELIX (video instructions)
Work with two other classmates to connect your four-base-pair models into a single 12-base-pair model. (Your
instructor may have you work with more classmates and build an even longer model.) Follow the procedure in
Part 3 to link the models together, but use the free phosphate and deoxyribose groups on the ends of your fournucleotide models instead of free nucleotides.
Congratulations! Your double helix is now complete. At each end of the helix, one strand should end in a
phosphate, and the other should end in a deoxyribose. This is an important characteristic of real DNA.
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ANALYSIS QUESTIONS
Use your DNA model to answer the following questions.
1. To create the second strand of the model, you linked nitrogenous bases that were “complementary” to each
other. What are the two pairs of complementary bases in DNA?

2. One attribute of real DNA, first revealed by Rosalind Franklin’s data, is that the distance between the two
strands of DNA (the diameter of the DNA molecule) is approximately the same throughout the helix.
a. Use a ruler to measure the distance between the two strands of your DNA model at four different points
of your choice. Record your measurements below (rounded to the nearest 0.1 cm), then calculate the
average diameter of your model.
Measurement Diameter (cm)
1
2
3
4
Average
b. Does your model have an approximately constant diameter? Explain your answer.

c. Examine the structure of each nitrogenous base: A, T, C, and G. Record below the number of cyclical
rings (shown as pentagons or hexagons in the model).
Base
A
T
C
G

Number of Rings

d. Based on your answers to Question 2c, how do the rules of complementarity (base-pairing rules) in
Question 1 influence the diameter of the double helix?

e. As described in the film The Double Helix, James Watson once thought that the nitrogenous bases were
paired in a “like-with-like” pattern (adenine with adenine, cytosine with cytosine, and so on). If this were
true, would DNA have a constant diameter? Explain your answer.
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3. The film The Double Helix claims that DNA is asymmetrical, with the two strands running in opposite
(antiparallel) directions. Use specific evidence from your model to support this claim.

4. If many double helix models, each with a different sequence, are separated into their two strands and the
single strands are mixed together in a drawer, could you reassemble all the original double helices? Explain
your answer.

5. Imagine that two people must each copy an existing double helix model. They can each take one strand of
the model, but cannot see each other's work or communicate with one another. Could they build two
identical copies of DNA? How would this process model the replication of DNA in cells?

6. All scientific models have both strengths and limitations. Describe three characteristics of DNA that are well
represented by your model and three that are not.
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